February 2020 CoreNet Update

**Did You Know?**

**Renew Today!**
ELEVATE YOUR CAREER. Broaden your reach and influence within your corporation and amongst your peers by joining our global network with a local footprint in more than 50 countries around the globe. Gain access to cutting-edge news & updates, network with 11K professionals and grow your skills, enhance your value. Use the code GC2020 when you join to receive a gift card from CoreNet Global.

**Become a 2020 CoreNet Carolinas Annual Sponsor**
We invite you to become a sponsor of the CoreNet Global Carolinas Chapter. Our board of directors strives to provide sponsor firms with opportunities to gain visibility among our large database of decision-makers and leaders in the corporate real estate arena. Follow this link to learn about our 2020 program and how you can become an annual sponsor today.

**Mentor Match**
Sign up for CoreNet Global’s free program for members, this is a great way to tap into the CoreNet Global network and advance your professional development. Mentor Match, is one way we are assisting members to connect in a meaningful way to promote dialog between corporate real estate (CRE) professionals. By participating and filling out your self-selected preferences, Mentors and Mentees can connect with other like-minded professionals.

**Upcoming Events**

**LinkedIn Brett Hautop: Workplace Analytics, Design Innovation and the Ongoing Quest for Exceptional Workplaces**
Our February program will continue our discussion on AI by hearing LinkedIn Senior Director of Global Design and Build, Brett Hautop, share the company’s vision and aspiration to deliver exceptional workspaces and experiences. Registration is now closed.

**Charlotte CRC Event**
Second Harvest Food Bank is in URGENT need of volunteers! Many volunteers are unable to attend due to cold weather and sickness and there is so much food to
provide food to our neighbors in need. We hope you will join us Friday, February 28 from 1:00 - 4:00 pm, your time and support will help provide nutritious food to families in need.

**Dogwood State Bank: The Real Estate Delivery Process from Concept to Completion and Beyond**

Join us for a panel discussion breaking down the critical pieces of Dogwood State Banks real estate delivery process from initial concept through completion. The panel discussion will focus on highlights from Dogwood State Banks real estate strategy, transaction process, design, construction, occupancy, and the forward-looking leasing strategy.

**Past Events**

**1/9/20 -- Raleigh, NC -- CoreNet Clear Vision 2020 Kickoff Event**

We had a blast at our 2020 Raleigh Kickoff Event at the gorgeous Mofu Shoppe pace. Thanks to everyone who joined us and helped us celebrate the new year!

**1/28/20 -- Charlotte, NC - 10 Years Into A Bull Cycle. Is 2020 Finally the Year?**

Thank you to everyone who joined us for our sold out January Charlotte Program and to Teknion for sponsoring the event. Mark Vitner, Senior Economist at Wells Fargo presented great content of what is happening within our Corporate Real Estate Industry right now.

**2020 Annual Sponsorship Program**

The 2020 sponsorship program is off to a great start. CBRE and JLL have already pledged their support to CoreNet Carolinas as Diamond Sponsors for 2020!
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Interested in joining the list of companies who have already committed their support to CoreNet Carolinas by becoming an annual sponsor for 2020??

Some of the stand-out benefits of the program include:
- Complimentary event attendance
- Annual Golf and Tennis Tournament participation and recognition
- Recognition and networking at events
- Social media, electronic and print material exposure

Please follow [this link](#) to learn more about the annual sponsorship program.